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THEnovel, from its beginnings, has
beena growing,explorative, increasingly comprehensiveform of literature. Fromthe forthright factualism
of Defoeto the psychologicaland social subtleties of HenryJames, from
the sentimentality of Richardsonto
the naturalism of Zola, from the
robust and public simplicity of Fielding to the private complexityof James
Joyce, fromthe romanticeloquenceof
Walter Scott to the symbolical eloquenceof Franz Kafka, the novel has
steadily taken in more and more
humanterritory.
Indeed,it has so extendeditself, it
has sought to encompass so many
kinds of experience, and has translated life into literature in so many
different ways,that critics havefrom
time to time despaired of its being

able to maintainits identity. Aform
into which so muchheterogeneous
material is thrust, they haveargued,
must surely disintegrate under pressure. Aformthat is askedto serve so
manypurposes- poetic, psychological, scientific, sociological,political,
economic,religious, controversial,
propagandist, biographical, and historical, not to mentionthe ancient
and honorablepurpose of entertainment- must surely end by serving
none well. Or, at least, wecannot
continue to call this muM-functional
form by a single name. Let us admit
the fact of fission, andagree on new
classifications.
Yet the novel remains the novel,
~
and it remainsin excellent health.
Of course, there are critics whowill
tell you that it is far fromthriving,
that we need only look back to its
earlier stages to see howperceptibly
it has shrunk in stature and importance. There are alwayssuch critics,
and they alwaysignore :[acts that no
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one should ignore. The first of these Disraeli. But a world lies between
facts:is that great writers, including these and the fiction of such men as
no’~elists, have always been rarities.
Malraux, Silone, and Koestler.
.During the I93OS we were bom~Fhe second is that guaranteed, genuine- literary masterpieces require for barded with what have been called
their authoritative recognition, if not ¯ "dramas of Bolshevik piety," and
for their existence, the collaboration since the Hitler-Stalin pact of ~939
of morethan one generation of readers. we have been treated to numerous
Whether there are among us today fictional acts of recantation. These
novels which are masterpieces in the Stalinist and anti-Stalinist novels be. making, we cannot be sure. If there long to the general class of timely ficare, they are doubtless even less
tion, and some of them belong to a
easily visible than they would have group within that class--a group
been in someearlier eras, because of which may be defined by an adthe massof mediocrefiction nowbeing jective borrowed from another litproduced. But this mass should not erary province.
blind us to the remarkable amountof
Wehave long been familiar with
good werk.that is being done in the "occasional" poems, but of late there
novel torm; and it is a fair risk, I has been an unprecedented boom in
think, to wager that posterity will what may be called the occasional
find at least a few items of this work novel. This boomhas given us novels
better than good. Our present con- inspired by Russia’s five-year plans,
cern, however, is not with potential
the Chinese revolution, the Moscow
masterpieces, but with several recent trials, the Spanishcivil war, the fall of
novels of several different and repre- France, the Nazi occupation of Norsentative kinds. Takentogether, they way, and the American occupation of
compose a cross section--one
of Italy, to mention only a few "occamanypossible cross sections -- of the sions." It will doubtless give us much
novel as it exists today.
more fiction of the same kind, for the
In the course of its recent expansion, type has been popular and the matethe novel has concerned itself more rial is ready at hand to be seized upon
and more with unfolding events of by anyonewhocares to do the seizing.
national and international politics.
Best of all, this material affords the
This is not an entirely new develop- novelist a certain immediate advanment, but the extent of this concern tage which no shrewdwriter could fail
and the intensity of the novelist’s in- to recognize. But it also .poses dangers
tellectual and emotional involvement which more than one shrewd novelist
in his subject matter are new.Political has failed to avoid.
novels we have had before, among
The immediate advantage of the
them the amusingparliamentary tales occasional novel, from the author’s
of Trollope and the florid histories of point of view, is that from the very
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first paragraphhe can countwith con- and avoided its traps. Taking the
siderable certainty uponthe intellec- subject of the Moscow
trials, a subject
tual and emotional collaboration of which fascinated and puzzled the
his readers. Theauthors of Tom]ones, world,he offered, in fictional terms,
EugemeGrandet,Resurrection,and The his explanation of the confessions
MagicMountain-to select four ex- evokedby those trials. His explanaamples from hundreds of candidates tion was a novel- dominated by a
--hadto win their readers’ interest, fully realized character- whichhad
sometimes gradually, by virtue of its owncreatedreality, density, depth
literary art; but the manof our time and inner harmony.His raw material
whopicks up a novel that is about wascompletelyabsorbed,by the living
Nazi terrorism in Central Europe, or tissueof his fiction.
about United States Marineson GuaII
dalcanal, is already interested; more
than that, he is probably already a Mr. Koestler’s new novel, Thieves
partisan readyandeagerto participate in the Night,1 presents an interesting
¯ imaginativelyin the story’s action. contrast. Herethere is no absorption.
Accordingto baseball measurements, Thenovelist furnishes the i:’:rnalist
tl~e author is on first base before he with a collection of serviceabletypes
has to start running. So muchfor the and tested situations, teaches hima
advantage. Whatof the danger?
few simplenarrative tricks, and then
Thedangeris that the novelist may stands aside to let the journalist have
be so pleased by the innate andimme- his way.It is an effective way. The
diate potencyof his rawmaterial that book that it producesis engrossing
he will overlookthe artistic obligation and exciting. But not becauseit is a
of transmutingit into literature. He goodnovel. History, skillfully manipis in dangerof acting as a merepur- ulated, doesthe job.
veyor rather than as a creator; of
It is as thoughMr. Koestler said:
being content with a good, or even "Youare interested in ’the Palestine
bad, journalistic job. Whateverpopu- situation’? Youare disturbed by it,
lar successhe maywin, he will fail as perhaps puzzled? Verywell. I shall
a novelist if he fails to subject his tell youa story, a story that will exmaterialto the disciplineof his chosen plain to you what it meant to be a
medium.Hewill succeedif his mate- Jew in Palestine from I937 to ~939;
rial is madeto serve, rather than a Jew trying to build a homeupon
substitute for, a novelist’s intention; land that washis by right of promises
if it is madeto express a novelist’s andpurchase,but that h.’~d to be won
conceptionor vision.
and held against Arab~1iolence and
In Darknessat Noon,in myopinion, British betrayal. Listen to this story,
Arthur Koestler enjoyed the advantage offered by the occasionalnovel,
$2.75. Macmillan.
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under the fence. They wouldn’t let us.
paper in the light of it. Listen, and Now we are taking the jump." R
you will be able to understand the should be noted, with respect, that-.
’crimes’ of the Jewish underground. Koestler wrote this novel in English;
You will knowwhat the issues are,
and it should be remarked, at least in
and how irremediably the battle has passing, that he seems to have acbeen joined."
quired during his English residence
Koestler fully keeps the promise an excellent likeness of the native
that I have put into his mouth. He sense of humor.
illumines the situation from every
Another notable example of a
novelist’s failure or refusal to trans~
point of view: Jewish, Arab, British,
Zionist, anti-Zionist, radical, con- mute his material may be found in
servative. He gives us the feel of a The Seventh of October, 2 the four~
people and a land, even if he does not teenth and final volumeof the English
create character; he gives us the iltranslation of Jules Romains’ Menof
lusion of being "there." This is good GoodWill, that long and ambitious
reporting.
He brings home to us serial study of French civilization
the tragedy of Palestine, as Hersey from i9o8 to x933. In this concluding
brought home to many readers the installment of his prodigious fiction,;
tragedy of Hiroshima, by expressing woven upon a sturdy warp of fact,
the general in terms of the particular,
M. Romains suspends his narrative
in terms of a few individuals with in- and the actions of his created chardividual features and namesand biog- acters to deliver a ,lecture in his own
raphies. Joseph the English-Jewish auctorial person. Entitled "A Pictu~’e
protagonist, Dina the victim of Nazi of Europe in October i933," and runbrutality, and all the others whoin- ning to fifty-one solid pages, this leccarnate various factors of the "prob- ture is a bold historical outline, inlem" maybe little better than instru- tended to explain the state in which
ments, but they serve the purposes of Europe found itself
when it was
an author whois not primarily con- called uponto meet Hitler’s challenge.
cerned with fiction. Koestler’s own Written with hindsight, by an inpoint of view is expressed through formed and thoughtful man, it is a
shifting arguments that may, in part discourse in the grand manner, well
at least, prove offensive to manyof worth reading; but it remains unhis fellow Jews; but, as betweencon- assimilated by the novel which en-’
servatives and radicals, he stands
compassesit. Withno great difficulty
firmly with Dr. Herzl who said: "If it could have been incorporated in a
you are faced with a fence and can’t conversation between our old friends
creep through under it, your only Jerphanion and Jallez, with Bartlett
choice is to jump. For twenty cen- and Caulet putting in their bits. M:
turies we have tried to creep through
’ $3. Knopf.
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Here the specific occasion is-subordinate to the animating theme. The
scene is Foggia, Italy. The. date: is
January 1945. The characters " are
~
American soldiers: men, noncommis
sioned officers, and officers of a photo
reconnaissancewing. Tihe action is fast,
concentrated, quickly over. But the
effects of its impacton. the reader are
not quickly over. Mr. Lowry is another author whogives life to a large
and general subject by reducing it to,
and expressing it in, comprehensible,
particular symbols. Unlike Mr. Koestler, however,he does a :novelist’s work.
Writing of the conflict: between man
and militarism, between human dignity and a force which acknowledges
no such dignity, he writes with a
bitterness that is based on the bedrock
of truth.
He makes his point:; with the clarity and irrefutability of a geometer
demonstrating a proposition,
but
he makes them with an emotion that
is unknownto the abstract sciences;
he makesthemby writi’.ng a fine story.
His is a rapidly developing talent.
John P. Marquand’stalent, on the
other hand, is a fully developed one
Most numerous of recent occasional
novels are those which have found which operates smootlhly and easily
their occasion in war. Someof these on a pleasant plateau not too high for
have proved to be good fiction when popular respiration. His latest story,
judged by high standards, others have B. F.’s Daughter,*is further than Mr.
been acceptable for the sake of their Lowry’s from the pure occasional
matter, and many have demonstrated type, but it exploits to the topof its
the old truth that great events may author’s bent a state of affairs and a
inspire trivial writing. Oneof the best psychology through which we hav.e
war books I have seen is one of the all just lived.
shortest: Casualty,~ by Robert Lowry.
At his best, Mr. Marquandis a polRomains, however, chose otherwise.
Nowthat the longest novel of our
day is finally finished, it will be possible to view and judge it as a whole;
but this will require careful re-reading.
My present impression is that the
promise of the early volumeshas not
been completely fulfilled, that the
author’s abundant powers have been
somewhatdissipated en route, that his
retrospective view may have colored
the thoughts and words of his characters, that the whole has dwindledas
it ’has approachedits conclusion. This
can all be true, and at the same time
Men of Good Will can be, compared
with its contemporary rivals, a work
of power, insight, material richness,
and importance. If its final stature is
less than it might have been, the
catastrophe of the Second World War
may well be to blame, for we must
remember that when M. Romains
began to write his opus magnumhe
still believed that there was a possibility of menof good will banding together to assure an age of peace.

NewDirections.

~ $2.75. Little, Brown.
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ished.satirlst~ and at all times amaster
of./idicuie: InB. F.’s Da~@ter, the
story:.of’a-poor little new-rich girl
whois determined to escape from the
domination of her adoring but overwhelming father, he has many targets; in general, the more absurd
aspects of the American war effort
and war psychology, and, in particular, idealistic do-gooders,desk-fighters,
corny war correspondents, military
planners, Air Force public relations
officers, girls’ boarding schools, rich
American marriages and divorces,
Armyand Navy E’s for excellence,
sentimental big businessmen, and the
Washingtonmaelstrom. Someof these
targets are easy, somemore difficult:
on all of them Mr. Marquandscores
amusingly. Since he probably harbored no very profound intentions
while writing this book, I do not see
whywe should not sit back and enjoy
an expert performance, while agreeing
with’Sidney Smith’s declaration: "My
test of a book written to amuse, is
amusement." The story of Polly
Fulton, who could run away from her
father but not from herself, is a new
and highly entertaining variation of
Mr. Marquand’sfavorite pattern.
" CharlesJackson’sTheFall of Valor5
was, we may be sure, written with
great seriousness, but this does’ not
save it from being wholly disappointing. This is no occasional novel, for it
might have been set in Victorian
London, or in Prince Philippe zu
Eulenberg’s Berlin, as well as in the
New York and Nantucket of the
$2.75..R/neha.rt.

summerof i943. Few persons, I imagine, need to be told by nowthat it is
the story of a professor, twenty years
married and father of two boys, who
discovers in his middleforties that he
is a homosexual, a fact that he has
never suspected before. In his effort
to make his protagonist an innocent
victim of fate, the author has gone so
far as to makehim quite incredible.
No more believable is his wife, a
peculiarly unpleasant fictive concoction, who"knowsall" in a flash when
she finds a Marine’s cap in her husband’s suitcase. (That he might have
accepted it from their friend Cliff
Hauman,as a souvenir for their children, never occurs to her.) Equally
unreal, and equipped with equally
questionable percipience, are Mr. and
Mrs. Howard.
Mr. Jackson is not happy in his
effort to write about supposedly mature people; indeed, it may be remembered that he was not happy
whenhe movedoutside the adolescent
mind of Don Birnam, in The Lost
Weekend, while he was impressively
successful so long as he stayed inside
it. As for style, that which served
for the drunkard’s progress does not
serve here; the writing shows marks
of conscious care, but the product is
mediocre.
With Frangois Mauriac’s The Woman
of the Pharisees,~ weleave evena superficial timeliness behind. This is a pure
novel, laid in provincial France during
e $2.50. Holt.
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the early years of our century, written
in the clas~cal, economical French
tradition th~it is so sharply opposedto
the tradition made and followed by
such story-tellers as Richardson,Fielding, Dickens and Bennett. Actions,
talk and explanations are pared: every
sentence counts. With the creation of
Brigitte Plan, this distinguished Catholic novelist adds another remarkable
portrait to his gallery, whichowesits
originals to the men and womenof
Bordeaux and the Landes.
Brigitte is a false saint, whosegoodness is deadly to those it touches,
whosetragedy is the discovery of herself. Oneneed be neither Catholic nor
even Christian to be delighted by
M. Mauriac’s subtleties, to be moved
by his art, an art whichsurmountsany
barriers of belief that may lie between author and reader. It is time
that Francois Mauriac enjoyed in the
United States a reputation equal to
that enjoyed by a few of his peers and
someof his inferiors.
In 7The Saint and the Hunchbacl(,
DonaldA. Stauffer travels back to the
seventh century to give us a study of
a saint in the making, and to give
his imagination a happy holiday. Odo,
the youngmonkof Iona, is a complete
man whofinds the pursuit and practice of holiness a difficult occupation;
but the Church has often dealt triumphantly with apparently intractable material, and Odo is at least
stubbornly determined to realize his
appointed destiny. Holiness apart, he
is a very attractive fellow, as is his
~ $u.75. Simon&Schuster.
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beloved princess, not ~:o mentionthe
less obvious charmsof little Aelfr~c.
Attractive, too, is Mr. Stauffer’s narrative, for in it he has mixedplayful
and serious ingredients with a nice
discretion.
And so at last we come to Titus
Groan,s by Mervyn Peake, and to a
kind of writing that is as distant as
possible from the occasional novel
with which we began; even more distant than Mr. Stauff~r’s romanticphilosophical-adventurous brew. The
weird and wonderful tale of the realm
of Gormenghast, ruled over by the
seventy-sixth earl, father of Titus, is
described by its publishers as "gothic."
It is all that and considerably more,
as Beckford and Horace Wa~ole
wouldbe the first to admit.
At first sight one might think that
in it imagination had gone mad, but
it is nearer the truth to say that Mr.
Peake’s imagination--the
remarkable property of a man who is a
portrait painter, poet, illustrator and
humorist rolled into one- has been
used with cunning and calculation to
produce fractional passages of extraordinary vividness, "vitality, color,
satirical interest, and even beauty,
which add up to no understandable
whole. In Titus Groan, as in Dali’s
most baffling canvases, the details are
models of lucidity. One need go no
further than the riotous scene in
Swelter’s kitchen to knowthat one is
reading a man whose power over
words is great, whose technique is
brilliant, particularly in the projection

$3. Re)real
&Hitclmo¢l~.
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.of y!sua ! images. . But what of the
whole? Its meaning? My own conclusion is that we were never meant
to ask.
Our cross section is complete.
Limited though it is to a few books of
a brief period, it still showsthe novel
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serving manymasters, not always well,
but with a vitality and a range of
possibility that assure the continuing
importance of the form. It is a great
house, of many mansions, that can
give living-room to a Koestler, a
Mauriac, a Lowry, and a Peake.
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She had not had the usual kind
Of troubles folks weresure ~vouldfind
One foolish enoughto have her head
Andtake a youngermanto ~ved,
But somethingthey had failed to haark
Loomed
up before her, vast and dark -~
Days, with the mountingchores to heap
Andlay between them acres-deep
She’dweighit short or cast it by,
Engulfedby their onenessand the tie
Of somehow
best in time and weather,
Of workingsingly and yet together.
But nights with him by her side so close
That she might touch him if she chose,
She’dlisten, plagued,as the hourscrept,
To words he mumbledas he slept;
Andshe wouldwonderpainfully
Whom
he might see, where he might be,
What worlds between them must be spanned
To reach him, thoughshe held his hand -Youcould fight a trouble felt or seen
But howcould you fight against a dream?
Andshe wouldthink, as darknesspressed,
Howsoft and easy she might rest
If all the troubleslife supplied
Wereof the kind folks prophesied ....
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